
PPR Quick Guide: Renewing a Registration

Step 1: Navigate to ‘My Registrations’ table on the PPR dashboard to select a registration to renew

Retrieve and add an 
existing registration 
to the ‘My 
Registrations’ 
table to renew if it is 
not listed in the “My 
Registrations” table

Entering a 
registration number 

in field filters for 
that registration Select ‘Renew’ in the 

drop-down menu



Entering a debtor 
associated with the 
registration confirms 
that the intended 
registration has been 
selected

‘Confirm registration to 
be renewed’ panel 

displays upon 
selecting the 

registration to be 
renewed

Step 2: Confirm the correct registration has been selected



Step 3: Review the current information on the registration and select renewal length

Information on base 
registration date and 
time and current 
expiry

Renewal length 
determines the fee 

charged for renewal.

Fee summary is 
automatically 
updated based on 
registration type and 
length

$5 per year or $500 
for an infinite 
registration.

Note: Repairers Lien 
registration length is 

fixed at 180 days. 

Renewing the length 
shows a new expiry, 

which is time added to 
the time remaining  

Select ‘Confirm and 
Complete’ to initiate 
the renewal. 
Note: ‘Renewal’ page 
also captures the 
existing Original 
Registering Party, 
Secured Parties and 
Debtors, which 
cannot be amended 
in the renewal 
process



Step 4: Once the length of renewal and information on the registration is confirmed, the renewal is submitted

New registration 
expiry date is captured Folio or a reference 

number can be entered 
to track the renewal 
and it is not used by BC 
Registries 

Check-box to confirm 
submitting person is 
authorized to submit 
registration

Go back a step by 
selecting ‘Back’

Submit renewal



Step 5: View the renewed registration in the ‘My Registrations’ table on the PPR dashboard and access the verification statement

Click ‘Show/Hide 
Amendments’ to view 
any amendments, 
renewals, or 
discharges related to a 
base registration; 
amendments are 
located below the base 
registration and 
together are marked by 
a blue background

Select PDF to access 
the Verification 
Statement

Actions can only be 
performed to the 
Base Registration 
row

Renewal

Information bubble: Verification Statements (PDF) 
are only available to Secured Parties or the 
Registering Party of this filing. To view the details 
of this registration, you must conduct a search



Sample PDF of a Registration Renewal Verification Statement
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Renewal is captured in the 
Verification Statement
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